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The UK’s Inside Track

Investing in regions
Rooted in local economic clusters of the UK including Cornwall, the
Solent and Isle of Wight, Scottish Highlands and Islands and Wales, UK
marine energy is a modern UK success story and a natural growth area
for Britain – testing and developing world-leading technology, attracting
investment and exporting overseas.
Britain excels at research and development but too often we have failed
to reap the socio-economic benefits from the commercialisation of our
innovations. Marine energy provides us with an opportunity to change
that narrative.
The Hendry Review commissioned by the Government has set out a
compelling case for ground-breaking tidal lagoon technology to harness
the UK’s tidal range resource. The review made clear the economic
opportunities for the UK that the Government can seize from both
investment in domestic tidal lagoon infrastructure and industry and the
massive potential to export our products and expertise abroad.
It also found the same opportunity exists for the UK in the development
of wave and tidal stream technologies. This report takes its lead
from Charles Hendry to further demonstrate these technologies’ offer
to Britain.
Our message is simple: marine energy is delivering industrial benefit to
Britain ranging from academic research, through engineering design
and construction, ports and tourism to professional services. With the
right support, we can deliver so much more.
We are therefore asking Government to include wave and tidal energy in
its Industrial Strategy.

Together, industry and
government can put in place
the right framework for this
sector to flourish.
“…where wealth and opportunity are spread across every
community in our United Kingdom, not just the most
prosperous places in London and the South East”
Rt Hon Theresa May MP, Prime Minister
We must never be the protector of incumbency – but instead
be constantly looking to create conditions to be open to new
competitors and indeed to new industries that may not exist
anywhere today but which will shape our lives in the future”
Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, Secretary of State for Business, Energy
and Industrial Strategy
“The UK should be promoted as a centre of global
excellence and opportunity for the development of all marine
energy technologies”
Charles Hendry
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Our world-beating natural
resources are inspiring new local
industries around our coastline.

Scotrenewables and
SME at Hatston Pier,
Orkney (© Colin Keldie)

The UK has 50% of Europe’s tidal energy1 and 35% of its
wave energy.2
Our exceptional resource is creating new industrial clusters
outside of the South East – including in Cornwall, the Solent
and Isle of Wight, Scottish Highlands and Islands and Wales.3
Atlantis’ Meygen commercial-scale tidal project in the Highlands
is among those bringing new opportunities to industry and
communities where jobs are needed most – including areas
which used to depend on North Sea oil and gas.4
Max

Industrial Clusters
Min
References:
1 UK Government (2013) Wave and tidal energy: part of the UK’s mix
www.gov.uk/guidance/wave-and-tidal-energy-part-of-the-uks-energy-mix
2 Andrew Thomas et al. (2013) Tidal and marine energy in the UK Identifying the future challenges for supply chain development
3 RenewableUK (2016) Member survey
4 Atlantis Resources Ltd (2016) Private communication

© Atlantis
Resources Ltd
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Millions of pounds of private
investment into UK marine energy
means we are world leaders in
science, engineering and operations.
Nearly £450m has already been
invested in the UK supply chain5

UK companies are delivering the world’s first tidal
arrays1 and large-scale commercial farms2 on UK
sites using UK supply chains.
Britain as a maritime nation is leading the innovation
and cost reduction in fields as diverse as new
materials, electrical engineering and remote
controlled vessels.3
© Minesto

1 Financial Times (2016) Nova Innovation hails ‘world first’
for tidal energy
2 The Guardian (2016) World’s first large-scale tidal energy
farm launches in Scotland
3 RenewableUK (2016) Member survey
4 Ibid
5 Highlands and Islands Enterprise, RegenSW and Marine
Energy Pembrokeshire (2016) Marine energy: Key steps to
maintain a Great British Success Story

© Nova Innovation Ltd.

British companies often
constitute more than 80%
of the supply chain4

£450m

>80%
ocean energy race
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Building export opportunities
Building on our strong natural resources
and maritime tradition as an island
nation, we can secure our position as
the global leader of this innovative, world
class industry. British and international
marine energy companies developing
their innovations here are already actively
pursuing export markets the world over.
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Fast cost reductions +
reliability = UK wave and
tidal playing a key role in
the UK’s future energy mix.

The UK’s Industrial Strategy must not be a strategy for
incumbents – we need to make Britain a place where new
entrants come in, new businesses are created and new
industries challenge the existing ones.1
Companies are already achieving cost reductions2 – further
deployment will greatly accelerate this.3
Innovation is happening now from technological
advancement to new ways of bringing projects to market
– including innovations in storage and pioneering grid
connections to maximise the value of every megawatt of
power to UK customers.4
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Global competitors are catching up with the UK in
the race to lead this international maritime industry.
By 2050, this global market could grow
to £76bn1 and the UK’s local coast
communities are well placed to benefit
from this, revitalising our maritime
industries.2
Across the world, almost every country
with good marine resources is now
aggressively supporting this industry –
including Canada, the USA and China.3
Public and private commitment has
made the UK the world leader in
marine energy. Rather than allow
other countries to capitalise on our
achievements, we must act now to build
the UK industry that will supply the UK
and the world.

Sources:
1 Highlands and Islands Enterprise, RegenSW and Marine Energy Pembrokeshire (2016) Marine energy: Key steps to maintain a Great British Success Story
2 Department of Transport (2015) Maritime Growth Study: keeping the UK competitive in a global market
3 Ocean Energy Systems www.ocean-energy-systems.org/ocean-energy-in-the-world; Carnegie Wave Energy (2016) Perth project; RenewableUK (2016) Member survey

United Kingdom
Countries supporting the wave and tidal industry
Countries not supporting the wave and tidal industry
Opportunities to replace local diesel generation
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The PLACE of marine energy

Marine clusters
South West England

The opportunity for
growth: Cornwall had one
of the lowest GVAs in 2015*

World-leading innovations

Local supply chains and infrastructure

Wave Hub in Cornwall is the largest, most advanced marine energy site in the world
GWave’s Power Generation Vessel device is unprecedented at a capacity of 9MW

A&P Falmouth Docks have invested over £1m on cranes, buildings and steel
fabrication for marine energy

Carnegie’s CETO 6 wave energy device has created innovation in reinforced
polymers, electrical engineering and hydrodynamic performance

Falmouth-based Mojo Maritime provide dynamic positioning vessels, remotely
operated vehicles and cable operations among other services to the marine
energy sector

Seatricity’s Oceanus II proven full-scale wave energy device both produces low
carbon electricity and removes salt from seawater to produce freshwater

Cornwall Council is regenerating Hayle Harbour with new transport infrastructure,
Hayle Business Park, new homes and flood protection through £24m in ERDF funding

Institutions bringing together sectors and places
Cornwall & Isles of Scilly Local Enterprise Partnership
Cornwall Council
Universities of Exeter and Plymouth
Plymouth Marine Laboratory and Partnership for Research in Marine Renewable Energy
Regen SW, Cornwall Marine Network and South West Marine Energy Park

“We are planning for £10m
growth in the marine
renewable sector in the next
five years” A&P Falmouth Docks

£

Driving inward investment

ASX-listed Carnegie has established Carnegie UK specifically to support inward
investment into the UK and will bring £9.6m in ERDF funding to Cornwall
Wave Hub has already secured £30m and is targeting inward investment from the
USA, Australia, Sweden, Finland, Norway and many others
The Marine Enterprise Zone provides rates relief and enhanced capital allowances
to inward investment into Hayle, Tolvaddon and within Falmouth docks

“Cornwall has world class assets and skills when it
comes to marine energy. Our marine tech sector is an
area of global competitive advantage that can deliver
skilled jobs and sustained growth. That’s why it’s a
priority for LEP support” Cornwall and Isles of Scilly LEP

*Gross Value Added per head of population at current basic prices at NUTS 2 level (ONS 2016)

“Wave Hub is the best place
in the world for wave resource
and infrastructure”
Carnegie Clean Energy
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Wave Hub Limited

© Wave Hub Limited

© Wave Hub Limited

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• Wave Hub is the world’s largest and most
technologically advanced test site for
offshore renewable energy technology
located off the north coast of Cornwall
• Our £35m investment in a consented site
with fully commissioned grid infrastructure
offers technology developers an export
capacity of up to 48MW, with flexibility to
operate at 11kV and 33kV
• We are also developing two further
demonstration zones – a wave site in
Pembrokeshire and a tidal site in
North Devon

• From its UK base in Cornwall, Carnegie
Clean Energy will start installation of a
15MW wave array in 2018
• Inward investor GWave plans to install a
9MW device in summer 2018 as the first
phase of a larger wave array
• This cluster of activity can provide the
critical mass necessary to support
the expansion of local supply chain
companies like Mojo Maritime and A&P
Falmouth Docks
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A&P Falmouth Docks

© A&P Group Ltd

© A&P Group Ltd

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• A&P Falmouth, part of A&P Group,
operates one of the world’s largest
natural deep water harbours and is part
of the UK’s largest ship-repair group
• We have worked with wave and tidal
projects to make small design changes
that have saved more than a million
pounds in fabrication costs
• So far, we have been the industrial
lead for two InnovateUK projects and
in consortia for five - providing our
own investment to match the funding
provided by InnovateUK

• We are building on existing marine skills
gained from 157 years’ heritage in the
marine sector
• We are bringing skills and research from
the Universities of Exeter and Plymouth
into the renewables sector
• We used the skills of 37 companies in the
local supply chain in the fabrication of the
Oceanus II device
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Carnegie Wave Energy Ltd

© Carnegie Wave Energy Ltd

Industrial innovation…

© Carnegie Wave Energy Ltd

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• We have developed our technology over
• We established our wholly owned
more than a decade; investing £60m from
subsidiary, CWE UK, to further facilitate
private and public funds
UK inward investment
• We have installed the world’s first grid• We are expanding our UK team to deliver
connected, commercial-scale wave array
our current projects and develop the
and which has now claimed another
technology further
world first by posting 14,000 hours of
• We have built an extensive UK supply
operating hours
chain as well as undertaken research with
• We will deploy a further array at Wave
a number of UK universities
Hub, Cornwall, in the next few years that
will reach up to 15MW
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GWave LLC

© GWave LLC

COAST team © GWave LLC

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• We are developing the world’s largest
wave energy converter, rated at 9 MW,
for installation at Wave Hub in Cornwall
• We have global patents in generating
power using dynamic tuning, the design
of arrays and components for power
take-off
• We are investing substantially in blockbuilding hulls and automating electronics
assembly

• Our design, supply and mooring
use British companies such as Mojo
Maritime, Tension Technologies and
InterMoor
• We are collaborating with Plymouth
University’s COAST labs for wave
tank trials
• We are further expanding our British
supply chain into ship-building, electric
motors and marine kit suppliers
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Seatricity Ltd

© Seatricity Ltd

© Seatricity Ltd

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• Our patented Oceanus 2 wave energy
device has proven itself to be reliable,
resilient and effective
• It will be similarly effective in producing
low cost, industrial-scale fresh water by
a desalination process called reverse
osmosis
• We successfully trialled our full-scale
device at Wave Hub Cornwall during the
summer of 2016
• We were a Finalist in the Shell
Springboard Award for Innovation 2016

• Our £4.5m investment and commitment
to pursue the wave energy potential of
the UK has procured goods and services
from across the country; creating
opportunities, orders and employment
• We are fostering close links with Exeter
and Plymouth Universities

Marine Clusters
Scottish Highlands
and Islands

The opportunity for growth:
Scottish Highlands and
Islands had the 18th lowest
GVA in 2015*

World-leading innovations
The European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) Orkney is at the forefront in developing international standards for marine energy and is creating a global network of
test centres across the Americas, Asia, Australasia and Europe
Nova Innovation has successfully delivered the world’s first offshore tidal array in
the Shetland Islands
Atlantis’ Meygen project is the world’s first large-scale tidal array
Institutions bringing together sectors and places
Scottish Government
Scottish Enterprise and Highlands and Islands Enterprise
Orkney Island Council
Wave Energy Scotland, Heriot-Watt University’s International Centre for Island
Technology, Orkney Research and Innovation Campus and Nigg Skills Academy

“As a specialist rolling and fabrication [steel] company, we
have been heavily reliant on our oil and gas customers. As a
result of the demise in this industry, the renewable sector has
provided us with an invaluable outlet for our products. This
has enabled us to maintain a large proportion of our skilled
workforce in this difficult time” Gray Fabrication

*Gross Value Added per head of population at current basic prices at NUTS 2 level (ONS 2016)

Local supply chains and infrastructure
Atlantis has signed a long-term lease at Nigg Energy Park, a former oil and gas
yard by the Cromarty Firth, for an 1800m2 turbine assembly facility
Kirkwall’s Hatston Pier extension for the marine energy industry makes it Scotland’s longest commercial deep-water berth
Orkney-based Bryan J Rendall Electrical Ltd, Craigie Engineering and Heddle
Construction Ltd have now moved from providing electrical, mechanical or
engineering support to the oil and gas industry into the marine energy sector
Orkney’s local fishing industry is now supporting companies testing at Orkney to
deploy and maintain their devices

£

Driving inward investment

A multi-million-pound research and innovation campus in Stromness, Orkney is
being developed by Highlands and Islands Enterprise and Orkney Islands Council
with total funding of £6.7m
OpenHydro, a French company, have already invested £23m into Orkney as they
have achieved 10,000 operational hours

“Working with EMEC has been great. We have proven so much
about our product and that is leading to sales. The Canadian
market is really big due to the scale of the marine energy resource
and we are keen to get our product tested and proven there too.
When we heard about FORCE [Fundy Ocean Research Centre for
Energy] and EMEC’s ideas we jumped at the chance..” Whitford Ltd
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European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC)

Scotrenewables and SME at
Hatston Pier, Orkney (© Colin Keldie)

Nautricity turbine deployment
at EMEC (© Mike Brookes-Roper)

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• Based in Orkney, we are the world’s
leading leading wave and tidal energy
test and demonstration centre
• We have tested 27 devices from 17
companies from 9 countries and have
been involved in over 100 R&D projects
• £34m has been invested in our readymade, grid-connected facilities to
reduce the time, cost and risk in
technology development

• 50% of companies testing new
technologies at EMEC are UK based with
the rest attracted from overseas
• We have generated £249.6m GVA for the
UK economy
• We are exporting our knowledge and
experience to 18 countries globally
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Albatern

© Albatern

© Albatern

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• We have developed an array-based
technology using linked wave devices
designed to be a viable clean energy
alternative to diesel generation in fish
farms and other off-shore applications
• We use a sophisticated multi-generator
power-take-off system to optimize power
generation in varying wave conditions
• Our focus is on maximising power
yields and reducing costs with standard
repeated components and easy
transport, deployment and maintenance

• Over 80% of our components come from
the UK’s extensive marine and related
supply chain
• Our collaboration with global salmon
farming leader Marine Harvest enabled a
pilot project at the Isle of Muck in 2014
and a commercial pathfinder project at
Mingary Bay in Q4/2016
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Aquatera

© Aquatera

© Aquatera

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• We are the world’s leading international
marine energy consultancy
• We have over 27 years of sector
experience, have completed 250 marine
energy studies and worked with over 70
clients in more than 20 countries
• We have supported over 35 technology
companies and 12 array projects

• Our team has now accumulated over
25,000 days of sector investigation work;
including over 4,000 days at sea
• In the future, we are likely to support
businesses outside of the national grid
networks who are often dependent on
expensive diesel generation
• We will also be working with local
communities to create projects that
combine marine energy with desalination
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Atlantis Resources Ltd

© Atlantis Resources Ltd

© Atlantis Resources Ltd

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• We are owner and developer of the
world’s first commercial scale tidal array
– MeyGen
• We supply tidal power generation,
installation and subsea power
equipment worldwide
• The Meygen project has developed an
innovative shared grid connection with
nearby wind farms in the Pentland Firth
– made possible because those sharing
the connection can exactly forecast
Meygen’s tidal output

• We achieved over 40% UK content of
£51m in capital expenditure for the 1st
phase of our MeyGen project and are
targeting 70% content for the 2nd phase
• We have secured a long term lease at
Nigg Energy Park, a former oil and gas
yard on the Pentland Firth, for 1800m2
turbine assembly facility
• Our UK project portfolio is over
600MW with the potential to export our
technology around the world; including
Canada, Japan, Chile, Indonesia & Korea
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CorPower Ocean AB

© CorPower Ocean AB

© CorPower Ocean AB

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• We have developed a compact, highly
efficient wave energy device with
patented technology that strongly
amplifies the energy we can capture
from the waves
• Our device’s cost per unit of electricity
will be able to compete with offshore
wind in the near term
• We are working with British companies
to create innovative designs for mooring
our devices

• We are working on innovative research
with world leading universities in the UK;
including our work with University of
Edinburgh focused on modelling costs,
commercialisation and electrical system
engineering
• We will be testing our device at EMEC’s
Scapa Flow nursery site in Orkney,
Scotland
• Our supply chain includes UK companies
manufacturing our steel structures,
providing transport services as well as
marine operations
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Fair Head Tidal

© Fair Head Tidal

Industrial innovation…

© Fair Head Tidal

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• We are developing one of the world’s first • Our team is building on the expertise
commercial-scale tidal energy generation
gained from testing the SeaGen device
projects on the North Antrim coast
in Strangford Lough, Northern Ireland
• Our array system of tidal turbines total
• Our current project is already delivering
100MW – enough to power 70,000 homes
significant inward investment into
• Our project is one of the first tidal
Scotland and Northern Ireland, including
projects of any size in Northern Ireland
from international companies such as
DP Energy and DEME
• Scottish and Northern Irish suppliers have
been crucial to the project’s development
and British expertise relied upon in
specialised fields such as offshore surveys
and environmental impact assessments
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Nova Innovation Ltd

© Nova Innovation Ltd

© Nova Innovation Ltd

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• We have successfully delivered the
world’s first offshore tidal array
• We have installed and operate the world’s
first community-owned tidal turbine
• Our design innovations include world
leading tidal turbine design and offshore
installation techniques

• We have secured over £10m for
investment in pioneering UK R&D
projects
• We received an “outstanding” award for
a Knowledge Transfer Partnership with
the University of Edinburgh
• We have a fully integrated UK supply
chain with over 90% UK content in
our projects
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Oceanflow Energy Limited

© Oceanflow Energy Limited

Industrial innovation…

© Oceanflow Energy Limited

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• We have patented a semi-submerged
• Testing our devices has involved working
platform design that can be configured
closely with Newcastle, Strathclyde,
for single, twin or multiple turbines
Edinburgh and Belfast universities
• This design allows tidal stream energy to • 68% of our projects’ value to date has
be captured even in areas of very harsh
been spent with UK equipment and
wave environments
service providers
• We have developed this design by
• The fabrication work on our current
adapting existing oil and gas technology
projects was carried out entirely in the UK
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OpenHydro

© OpenHydro

© OpenHydro

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• We have over 10, 000 operational hours
on our turbine at EMEC.
• We have designed and commissioned an
innovative turbine control centre for fixing
and controlling output from tidal arrays
• We have over 1.7GW of tidal projects in
development.

• Our projects have an extensive UK
supply chain, including companies such
as James Fisher
• Our projects are particularly focused on
investments in to Orkney and Northern
Scotland
• We are supporting tertiary level education
and skills development in Northern
Ireland, Scotland and the wider UK
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QED Naval Ltd

© QED Naval Ltd

Industrial innovation…

© QED Naval Ltd

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• We design our tidal platforms, up to
• We have nearly 20 years’ experience in
utility-scale, so that they can be installed
marine engineering and naval research
by low cost, non-specialist vessels
• Our platforms are designed to be
• Our foundation structure can be
capable of hosting any of the tidal
installed and maintained in a single
turbines on the market today
offshore operation
• We are using our skills and experience
• The hall form has been optimised to
to support other British SMEs including
increase the power output from the site
Concrete Marine Solutions and Blue
with minimal impact on the environment
Tidal Energy among others
• British businesses are crucial suppliers of
a large number of components; including
cable connectors and fabrication
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Quoceant

© Quoceant

© Quoceant

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• Our team were all previously part of
Pelamis Wave Power – the first offshore
wave device to generate electricity to
the grid in the world – and are now
bringing our skills to the wider marine
sector as engineering consultants
• In addition to providing consultancy
we are currently developing a range of
enabling technologies – including a novel
wave energy power conversion system
and other systems to improve energy
yield and reduce cost

• Our team are all experts in their field with
skills in structural, electrical, hydraulics,
control and offshore engineering, and
cost of energy modelling
• We are using British skills and expertise
to add value to a number of the leading
companies and projects in the sector
• Our customers and project partners
include leading companies such as Andritz
Hydro Hammerfest, ScotRenewables,
EMEC, Artemis Intelligent Power and
Wave Energy Scotland
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Scotrenewables Tidal Power

© Scotrenewables Tidal Power

Industrial innovation…

© Scotrenewables Tidal Power

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• We have built one of the world’s most
• All our turbines have been designed and
powerful tidal turbines at 2MW with each
fabricated within the UK and with British
unit delivering reliable generation for
steel
1,000 homes
• We have signed £15m contracts to date
• We have developed a highly innovative
with UK supply chain companies
floating platform with integrated
• Government support has already
retractable rotors for low cost access
allowed us to unlock over £21m inward
• All installation and maintenance
investment from overseas
operations are performed with small,
locally based workboat vessels

Marine clusters
Wales

The opportunity for growth:
West Wales has the lowest
GVA of the UK*

World-leading innovations

Local supply chains and infrastructure

Minesto’s flying kite device uses a principle similar to a plane wing to extract
significantly more energy from low-velocity tides

Tata’s Port Talbot steel plant provided the steel for Scotrenewables’ 2MW tidal
energy device

Wave Hub is developing the world’s largest leased wave energy demonstration
zone in Pembrokeshire for multiple arrays of up to 30MW each

Holyhead Boatyard is now working in marine energy device assembly and
Holyhead Towing Co are providing marine operations

Floating Power Plant is the world’s first hybrid offshore wind and tidal energy
device to deliver power to the grid

Mainstay Marine, specialising in steel, aluminium and glass-reinforced plastic
manufacturing, have fabricated the Delta Stream tidal device and are currently working
on the Ocean Wave Rower

Institutions bringing together sectors and places
Welsh Government
The Swansea Bay City Region of Pembrokeshire, Carmathenshire, City and County
of Swansea and Neath Port Talbot Local Authorities
Marine Energy Pembrokeshire is a partnership between the Welsh Government,
Pembrokeshire County Council, the Crown Estate and the private sector

£

Driving inward investment

Swedish-listed Minesto are investing in Wales bringing their Nasdaq listing, ERDF
and other grant funding totalling €30m into the area
The Welsh European Funding Office has secured EU funding of €100m to increase
the number of wave and tidal devices being tested in Welsh waters – following
more than £60m already invested to date

Universities of Bangor and Swansea
Marine Energy Wales and Marine Energy Hub

“Supporting the development of marine energy is one of our
priorities as we want Wales to become a world leader in this field”
Welsh Government

*Gross Value Added per head of population at current basic prices at NUTS 2 level (ONS 2016)

“The ultimate goal is to develop Holyhead into an assembly
and export hub for Minesto’s international market expansion”
Minesto
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Floating Power Plant

© Floating Power Plant

© Floating Power Plant

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• We are the world’s first hybrid floating
wind and wave energy device to deliver
power to the grid
• We have 2 years of operational
experience and data
• Our innovation means that significantly
more sites can be exploited for their
wave resource

• Our base in Edinburgh allows us to use
the unique expertise of British universities
and research organisations
• We rely on British supply chain and
marine energy industries expertise to
deliver commercial systems
• Areas in which British businesses are
crucial include steel fabrication, electrical
and marine systems and our mooring
design and manufacture
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Mainstay Marine Solutions Ltd

© Mainstay Marine Solutions Ltd

© Mainstay Marine Solutions Ltd

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• We manufactured, fabricated and
deployed Delta Stream, the UK’s first
full-scale tidal stream generator
• We have over 30 years of experience in
design and manufacturing for the boatbuilding and allied marine industries
• We are now working closely with five
UK-based marine renewable energy
companies, developing concepts and
designing innovative solutions and
building them

• Based in the Haven Waterway Enterprise
Zone, we have direct access to its highly
skilled labour markets
• Our workforce is predominantly based
throughout Pembrokeshire, with
10% of our direct workforce on our
apprenticeship programme
• We are developing an education
programme for children aged 7-18
years old
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Marine Power Systems

© Marine Power Systems

© Marine Power Systems

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• We have patented the WaveSub globally
with technology that allows it to capture
energy from the motion of waves in all
sea states
• We will install our first wave farm array in
the UK upon completion of our full-scale
WaveSub testing

• We are manufacturing our device
now from composites and more
traditional steel fabrication, largely in
Pembrokeshire, and using UK supply
chain companies
• We will be testing our device in
Pembrokeshire and Falmouth using UK
marine operators
• We are working with world leading
expertise from many Universities across
the UK on highly innovative projects
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Minesto

© Minesto

Industrial innovation…

© Minesto

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• Our subsea tidal kite, Deep Green is the
• Our listing on the Nasdaq in Stockholm
only proven technology to operate costin 2015 together with funding from ERDF
efficiently in low-velocity tidal and ocean
and KIC InnoEnergy raised more than
currents, significantly extending the UK and
€30m – of which the vast part will be
world’s exploitable ocean energy resource
spent in the UK
• As a Swedish-based, world-leading tidal • Our business is investing in highly
energy developer, we have chosen the
skilled jobs in electrical, mechanical and
UK as our home market
offshore engineering
• Our first 10MW array in Wales will deliver • To date, we have awarded over £2m
reliable, predictable and renewable
to UK supply chain subcontractors –
energy to 8,000 homes with plans
value that will grow as the entirety of
underway to expand this into an 80MW
operations and maintenance services will
commercial array creating hundreds of
be provided solely by British companies
direct and indirect jobs
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Morlais

© Morlais

© Morlais

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• Morlais operates the West Anglesey Tidal
Stream demonstration zone on a 45 year
lease on behalf of the Crown Estate
• 8 developers and manufacturers from
around the world have signed up for
berths in the zone – utilising several tidal
stream technology devices and balance
of plant

• The £33m project consent and
construction phase is mostly sourced
from UK supply chain
• Morlais is expecting to secure 20M Euro
funding for tidal energy infrastructure
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Pembrokeshire Demonstration Zone

© Wave Hub Ltd

© Milford Haven Port Authority

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• Wave Hub Limited has a 45 year
seabed lease from The Crown Estate
for the Pembrokeshire wave energy
demonstration zone
• It is a 90 sq km area designated for
multiple wave arrays generating up to
30MW each
• Next step after Wave Hub towards
commercial readiness, providing an
integrated offer in the Celtic Sea

• Developed by a UK based company and
supporting local wave energy developers
like Marine Power Systems prove their
technology is viable at scale.
• The zone forms part of a wider Pembroke
Dock Marine investment plan focussed
on driving down the cost of energy,
creating export potential and delivering
long term UK energy security.
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Port of Milford Haven

© Mark Richards, Aurora Imaging

© Mark Richards, Aurora Imaging

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• We hosted the fabrication and
deployment site for Tidal Energy Ltd
• We are providing test sites for Marine
Power Systems and Wave-tricity
• Our extensive on-site supply chain
specialise in steel, aluminium and glassreinforced plastic

• The Milford Haven Waterway is part of
the Welsh Government’s Enterprise Zone
• We have opened a new Marine Energy
Hub to help establish Pembrokeshire
and Wales as a centre of excellence for
marine energy
• Our capacity and infrastructure is able to
service every process from inception to
deployment and to accommodate wave,
tidal and wind devices

Marine clusters:

Isle of Wight and the
Solent Region
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The opportunity for growth:
The Solent GVA lags behind
the region and 28/39 wards
of the Isle of Wight are
Type C assisted areas*

World-leading innovations

Local supply chains and infrastructure

Sustainable Marine Energy have developed an award-winning subsea anchorage
system using remote-controlled underwater vehicles as part of the development of
their tidal energy platform

PE Composites have diversified their business from supplying precision engineered
components to the defence sector to designing the glass-reinforced plastic
composite structures needed to withstand marine energy’s extreme conditions

QinetiQ’s tank testing facilities have the ability to programme bespoke speed
profiles and extremely complex sea states to be modelled

Williams Shipping, founded in 1894, now provides marine operation services to the
marine energy sector

Tocardo’s turbines draw on experience from extracting energy from storm barrages in the Netherlands

Institutions bringing together sectors and places
Solent LEP
Isle of Wight, Southampton and Portsmouth Councils
Universities of Southampton and Portsmouth
National Oceanography Centre, Coastal Channel Observatory
Solent Marine and Maritime Steering Group and Marine South East

“We have been working closely with PTEC since early 2012, and it has
represented a significant proportion of our revenue in recent years.”
ITP Energised

*Solent Local Enterprise Partnership (2014) Transforming Solent: Solent Strategic Economic Plan 2014–20
www.push.gov.uk/1._solent_strategic_economic_plan_executive_overview.pdf
– UK Government (2017) UK Assisted Areas map www.ukassistedareasmap.com

ASV’s cutting-edge autonomous vehicles and systems are supporting the marine
energy sector alongside their military, security and scientific applications

£

Driving inward investment

PTEC has secured millions pound worth of European funding from Pro-Tide,
Interreg and MET-CERT
German company Schottel Hydro and Dutch-based Tocardo will invest millions of
pounds in their partnership with PTEC

“The development of growth hubs and strategic sector-based clusters
which can deliver export-led growth in high value employment remains
important to the success of the Solent economy. The area has unique
sectoral strengths and there is a need to ensure that it build on its
recognised position as the leading location and growth hub for advanced
manufacturing and engineering (marine, aerospace, renewable energy,
environmental technologies and composites) together with supporting
transport and logistics.” Solent LEP

ocean energy race
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Perpetuus Tidal Energy Centre (PTEC)

© Sustainable Marine Energy Ltd

© Portsmouth Media Store

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• A world-leading 30MW commercial
tidal stream project that can be fully
operational from 2020/21 and support
multiple cutting edge turbine arrays
• Offshore and onshore consents and a
signed grid connection offer are already in
place and agreements have been signed
with leading turbine manufacturers
• Unique structure and business model to
reduce risks and lower the cost of energy

• Our experienced team have invested
several million pounds so far with 100%
of our development costs spent on
British businesses
• Our investment is helping to realise the
strategic potential of the Solent and Isle
of Wight as a tidal hub – where marine
already contributes 20.5% to Solent GVA
and that includes established industries
in marine, renewable energy, engineering
and composites

Ocean Energy Race and the UK’s Inside Track
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Sustainable Marine Energy Ltd

© Sustainable Marine Energy Ltd

© Sustainable Marine Energy Ltd

Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• We are developing innovative marine
energy platforms for hosting tidal energy
turbines
• Our platforms use a novel marine
anchoring system, drilling into the
seabed using remotely operated
underwater vehicles, that allows sites
with very strong tides to be exploited at
low cost
• These innovations are the result of
bringing in expertise from across the
marine and renewable sector

• Our work is supported by funding from
the UK Government, Innovate UK and
Scottish Enterprise
• We are working with British supply chain
companies to adapt their products for
use in the tidal energy sector
• We have created partnerships with a
range of sectors including offshore oil
& gas, autonomous vessels, subsea
robotics, aquaculture, ship building,
ocean science and civil engineering
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TidalStream Ltd

© Aecon

Industrial innovation…

© TidalStream Ltd

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• Our platforms are float-out and able to
• Our patents were developed and are
host multiple rows of turbines
owned by our UK company
• We have designed our maintenance
• We have used initial UK Government
system to avoid the need to remove the
funding for R&D in order to secure
device from the water – substantially
private investment for demonstrating our
reducing costs
technology
• We are currently building the world’s
• Our main global 2.5MW project so far will
largest tidal stream platform yet, at 2.5MW
reach 75% in local content and we have
a further 25MW of UK sites to develop
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Tocardo International B.V.

© Tocardo International B.V.
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Industrial innovation…

…Through investing in British skills
and business.

• We already have ten tidal turbines
connected to the grid and operational
with our technology now proven to be
simple, robust, efficient and reliable
• We now have five offshore projects
under development in the UK,
Netherlands and Canada
• These schemes build on experience
gained through installing the same
technology into storm surge barriers

• We will plough £161m foreign investment
in the UK economy over the next five
years
• We have over a decade of experience
in engineering design, testing, site
development, environmental consenting,
manufacture, installation and operation
• We have developed partnerships with
British companies to deliver £6m of grant
funded projects over the next 18 months
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World-leading tidal arrays from across the UK
The UK leads the world in the
development of tidal arrays both large
and community scale.
These arrays – small-scale, community
and large-scale – bring together and
build on the networks of innovation
happening including in Cornwall, the
Solent and Isle of Wight, Scottish
Highlands and Islands and Wales.
They are making contracts with these
regions’ technology companies,
providing a long-term market for their
supply companies and breaking new
ground in our understanding of how
multiple tidal energy devices interact in
the water.
Through deploying this technology
at commercial-scale and for 10–15
years, they will be the vehicle for
commercialising our world-leading
research for Britain and for our exports
around the world.

Nova
300kW
Government: Scottish
Government, Welsh
Government, Orkney Island
Council, Pembrokeshire
County Council, Portsmouth
Council, European Union

Brim
200MW

Westray
200MW

Partnerships: Marine
Energy Pembrokeshire,
Solent Marine and
Maritime Steering Group,
Marine South East

Meygen
398MW
Research and training centres:
Carbon Trust, Heriot-Watt
International Centre for Island
Technology, Orkney Research and
Innovation Campus, Nigg Skills
Academy, National Oceanography
Centre, Plymouth Marine Laboratory,
Coastal Channel Observatory,
Partnership for Research in Marine
Renewable Energy

West Islay
30MW
Fair Head
100MW
Torr Head
100MW

Universities: University of
Edinburgh, University of Strathclyde,
University of Exeter, University
of Southampton, University of
Portsmouth, University of Bangor,
University of Swansea

Enterprise
Partnerships: Scottish
Enterprise, Highlands
and Islands Enterprise,
Solent LEP

Morlais
120MW
Minesto
80MW

PTEC
30MW

ocean energy race
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World-leading wave arrays from across the UK
The world’s first wave arrays are now
generating electricity in the UK.
These arrays - small-scale, community
and large-scale - extend the innovation
taking place in the Scottish highlands,
west Wales and Cornwall to higher
capacities and multiple devices.

Government: Scottish
Government, Welsh
Government, Orkney Island
Council, Pembrokeshire
County Council, Cornwall
Council, European Union

Wello Oy
3MW
Partnerships: Marine Energy
Pembrokeshire, Regen SW,
Cornwall Marine Network, South
West Marine Energy Park

Research and training centres:
Carbon Trust, Wave Energy Scotland,
Heriot-Watt International Centre for
Island Technology, Orkney Research
and Innovation Campus, Nigg Skills
Academy, National Oceanography
Centre, Plymouth Marine Laboratory,
Coastal Channel Laboratory,
Partnership for Research in Marine
Renewable Energy

Albatern
50kW

As companies such as ASX-listed
Carnegie Clean Power and GWave LLC
deliver these arrays, they will further
open access to mainstream investment
and further the commercialisation of
wave energy technology for the UK and
across the world.

Enterprise Partnerships:
Scottish Enterprise, Highlands
and Islands Enterprise,
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly LEP

Universities: University of
Edinburgh, University of Strathclyde,
University of Exeter, University
of Southampton, University of
Portsmouth, University of Bangor,
University of Swansea

Pembrokeshire
Demonstration Zone
30MW arrays

GWave
9MW
Carnegie
15MW

ocean energy race

ocean energy race

